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The Boardwalk Bookshop - Susan Mallery
"When fate brings three strangers to a charming space for lease on the California coast, the
Boardwalk Bookshop is born. Part bookstore, part gift shop, part bakery, it's a dream come true
for Bree, Mikki and Ashley. But while their business is thriving, their personal lives are ... not.
Bree, wounded by brilliant but cold parents and her late husband's ultimate betrayal, has sworn
to protect her heart at all costs. Even from Ashley's brother, a writer and adventurer who has
inspired millions. He's the first man to see past Bree's barricades to her true self, which terrifies
her. Mikki has this divorce thing all figured out--somehow, she's stayed friends with her ex and her in-laws...
until a new man changes how everyone looks at her, and how she sees herself. Meanwhile, Ashley discovers
that the love of her life never intends to marry. Can she live without being a wife if it means she can have
everything else she's ever wanted? At sunset every Friday on the beach in front of the Boardwalk Bookshop,
the three friends share a champagne toast. As their bond grows closer, they challenge one another to become
the best versions of themselves in this heartachingly beautiful story of friendship, sisterhood and the
transformative power of love".
Cliffhanger - Susan Page Davis
"The Novel Inn's reopening goes smoothly until a guest vanishes. The new owners prepare for
their first large group - a former squad of cheerleaders meeting for a reunion. Things go awry
when the head cheerleader fails to show up. Sisters Kate and Jillian, the innkeepers, enlist the
help of their brother, Rick, a local police officer. They're confident the missing woman will be
found, but they soon learn to expect the unexpected, even during a walk on the beach.".

Clive Cussler's Dark Vector - Graham Brown
"A freighter carrying top-secret computers of unparalleled capability disappears in the Western
Pacific. While searching for a lost treasure that once belonged to the famous Chinese pirate
queen, Ching Shih, Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala are redirected to look for the missing vessel.
Discovering that the sinking of the ship is just part of an intricate web of deception, they find
themselves in the middle of a cyber-war between rival groups of hackers, both of whom want to
control the flow of data around the world. With no allies except a group of pirates who operate
under their own crude laws, Kurt and Joe must rescue a colleague held hostage--while keeping the computers
out of Russian or Chinese hands and the world's digital information safe from the hackers".
Cold Cold Bones - Kathy Reichs
"Freed from a heavy work schedule, Tempe Brennan is content to dote on her daughter Katy,
finally returned to civilian life from the army. But when mother and daughter meet at Tempe's
place one night, they find a box on the back porch. Inside: a very fresh human eyeball. GPS
coordinates etched into the eyeball lead to an equally macabre discovery. Soon after, Tempe
examines a corpse and her anxiety deepens. There seems to be no pattern to the subsequent
killings, except that each mimics in some way a homicide that a younger Tempe had been called
in to analyze. Who or what is targeting her, and why?".

Dead Fall - Nancy Mehl
"After putting to rest the most personal case of her career, Alex Donovan is ready to move on and
focus on her future at the FBI's elite Behavioral Analysis Unit. When the BAU cofounder is
discovered dead in his hotel room, the FBI is called in to work on the strangest case they've ever
faced. How do you find a killer who murders his victims from a distance? When it becomes clear
that the killer is targeting agents in Alex's unit, they are ordered into lockdown, sheltered in the
dorms at Quantico. Alex bunks with controversial agent Kaely Quinn, and as they work together,
Alex discovers in Kaely the role model she's never had - despite being warned away. As Alex questions the
type of agent she wants to become, things get personal when the brilliant killer strikes close to home. Now Alex
will do anything to find the killer - even at the risk of her own life.".
Escape - James Patterson and David Ellis
"New York Times bestselling detective Billy Harney of The Black Book is chasing down a
billionaire crime boss and a prison escape artist while a young girl's life hangs in the balance. As
Chicago PD's special-ops leader, Detective Billy Harney knows well that money is not the only
valuable currency. The filthy rich man he's investigating is down to his last twenty million. He's
also being held in jail. For now. Billy's unit is called in when an escape plan results in officers
down and inmates vanished. In an empty lot, Billy spots two Kevlar vests. Two helmets. Two
assault rifles. And a handwritten note: Hi, Billy, Are you having fun yet?".
Every Cloak Rolled in Blood - James Lee Burke
"Novelist Aaron Holland Broussard is shattered when his daughter Fannie Mae dies suddenly. As
he tries to honor her memory by saving two young men from a life of crime amid their opioidravaged community, he is drawn into a network of villainy that includes a violent former
Klansman, a far-from-holy minister, a biker club posing as evangelicals, and a murderer who has
been hiding in plain sight. Aaron's only ally is state police officer Ruby Spotted Horse, a nononsense woman who harbors some powerful secrets in her cellar. Despite the air of mystery
surrounding her, Ruby is the only one Aaron can trust. That is, until the ghost of Fannie Mae shows up, guiding
her father through a tangled web of the present and past and helping him vanquish his foes from both this
world and the next. Drawn from James Lee Burke's own life experiences, Every Cloak Rolled in Blood is a
devastating exploration of the nature of good and evil and a deeply moving story about the power of love and
family".
Fevered Star - Rebecca Roanhorse
"The great city of Tova is shattered. The sun is held within the smothering grip of the Crow God's
eclipse, but a comet that marks the death of a ruler and heralds the rise of a new order is
imminent. The Meridian: a land where magic has been codified and the worship of gods
suppressed. How do you live when legends come to life, and the faith you had is rewarded? As
sea captain Xiala is swept up in the chaos and currents of change, she finds an unexpected ally in
the former Priest of Knives. For the Clan Matriarchs of Tova, tense alliances form as far-flung
enemies gather and the war in the heavens is reflected upon the earth. And for Serapio and Naranpa, both
now living avatars, the struggle for free will and personhood in the face of destiny rages. How will Serapio stay
human when he is steeped in prophecy and surrounded by those who desire only his power? Is there a future
for Naranpa in a transformed Tova without her total destruction? As the Teek saying goes, there are no tides
more treacherous than those of the heart.".

The Homewreckers - Mary Kay Andrews
"Hattie Kavanaugh went to work helping clean up restored homes for Kavanaugh & Son
Restorations at eighteen, married the boss's son at twenty, and was only twenty-five when her
husband was killed in a motorcycle accident. Determined to continue the business, she takes the
life insurance money, buys a small house, flips it, then puts the money into her next project. But
that house is a disaster and a money-loser, which rocks her confidence. Then, Hattie gets an
opportunity to star in a beach house renovation reality show called The Homewreckers, cast
against a male lead. It's a question of who will flip, and who will flop, and will Hattie ever get her happily-everafter".
If I Were You - Lynn Austin
"1950. In the wake of the war, Audrey Clarkson leaves her manor house in England for a fresh
start in America with her young son. As a widowed war bride, Audrey needs the support of her
American in-laws, whom she has never met. But she arrives to find that her longtime friend Eve
Dawson has been impersonating her for the past four years. Unraveling this deception will force
Audrey and Eve's secrets - and the complicated history of their friendship - to the surface. 1940.
Eve and Audrey have been as different as two friends can be since the day they met at
Wellingford Hall, where Eve's mother served as a lady's maid for Audrey's mother. As young women, those
differences become a polarizing force . . . until a greater threat - Nazi invasion - reunites them. With London
facing relentless bombardment, Audrey and Eve join the fight as ambulance drivers, battling constant danger
together. But in the wake of devastating loss, both women must make life-altering decisions that will set in
motion a web of lies and push them both to the breaking point long after the last bomb has fallen.".
The It Girl - Ruth Ware
"April Clarke-Cliveden was the first person Hannah Jones met at Oxford. Together, they
cultivated a group of inseparable friends during their first term. By the end of the second, April
was dead. Now, a decade later, Hannah is expecting her first child, and the man convicted of
killing April, former Oxford porter John Neville, has died in prison. Relieved to have finally put the
past behind her, Hannah's world is rocked when a journalist presents new evidence that Neville
may have been innocent. As Hannah reconnects with old friends and delves deeper into the
mystery of April's death, she realizes that the friends she thought she knew all have something to hide ...
including a murder".
Meant to Be - Emily Giffin
"A restless golden boy and a girl with a troubled past navigate a love story that may be doomed
before it even begins, in this irresistible new novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of All We Ever Wanted and The Lies That Bind. The Kingsley family is American royalty,
beloved for their military heroics, political service, and unmatched elegance. In 1968, after
Joseph S. Kingsley, Jr. is killed in a tragic accident, his charismatic son inherits the weight of that
legacy. But Joe III is a free spirit-and a little bit reckless. Despite his best intentions, he has
trouble meeting the expectations of a nation, as well as his exacting mother, Dottie. Meanwhile, no one ever
expected anything of Cate Cooper. She, too, grew up fatherless-and after her mother remarried an abusive
man, she was forced to fend for herself. After being discovered by a model scout at age sixteen, Cate decides
that her good looks might be her ticket out of the cycle of disappointment that her mother has always inhabited.
Before too long, Cate's face is appearing in magazines and on billboards. Yet, she has always felt like a fraud,
faking it in a world to which she's never truly belonged. When Joe and Cate unexpectedly cross paths one
afternoon, their connection is instant and intense. But can their relationship survive the glare of the spotlight

and the so-called Kingsley Curse? In a beautifully written novel that captures a gilded moment in American
history, Emily Giffin tells the story of two young people searching for belonging and identity, as well as the
answer to the question: are certain love stories meant to be?".
The Messy Lives of Book People - Phaedra Patrick
Landing her personal hero and mega-best-selling author Essie Starling as a client, housecleaner
Liv Green forms an unlikely friendship with this infamous recluse, but when Essie suddenly dies,
leaving her an astonishing last wish, Liv discovers a connection between them that changes Liv's
own life story forever.

Nightwork - Nora Roberts
"Harry Booth started stealing at nine to keep a roof over his ailing mother's head, slipping into
luxurious, empty homes at night to find items he could trade for precious cash. When his mother
finally succumbed to cancer, he left Chicago--but kept up his nightwork. Wandering from the
Outer Banks to Savannah to New Orleans, he dons new identities and stays careful, observant,
distant. He can't afford to attract attention--or get attached. Still, he can't help letting his guard
down when he meets Miranda Emerson. But the powerful bond between them cannot last-because not all thieves follow Harry's code of honor. Some pay others to take risks so they can hoard more
treasures. Some are driven by a desire to own people the way they own paintings and jewels. And after Harry
takes a lucrative job commissioned by Carter LaPorte, LaPorte sees a tool he can use, and decides he wants
to own Harry. The man is a predator more frightening than the alligators that haunt the bayou--and when he
strongarms Harry into robbing a Baltimore museum, Harry abandons Miranda--cruelly, with no explanation-and disappears. But no matter what name he uses or where he goes, LaPorte casts a shadow over Harry's life.
To truly free himself, he must face down his enemy once and for all. Only then can he hope to possess
something more valuable than anything he has ever stolen".
The Summer Place - Jennifer Weiner
"When her twenty-two-year-old stepdaughter announces her engagement to her pandemic
boyfriend, Sarah Danhauser is shocked. But the wheels are in motion. Headstrong Ruby has
already set a date (just three months away!) and spoken to her beloved safta, Sarah's mother
Veronica, about having the wedding at the family's beach house on Cape Cod. Ruby has always
known exactly what she wants, but as the wedding date approaches, she finds herself grappling
with the wounds left by the mother who walked out when she was a baby. Veronica ends up
facing unexpected news, thanks to her meddling sister, and must revisit the choices she made long ago, when
she was a bestselling novelist with a different life. Sarah's twin brother, Sam, is recovering from a terrible loss,
and confronting big questions about who he is - questions he hopes to resolve during his stay on the Cape.
Sarah's husband, Eli, who's been inexplicably distant during the pandemic, confronts the consequences of a
long ago lapse from his typical good-guy behavior. When the wedding day arrives, lovers are revealed as their
true selves, misunderstandings take on a life of their own, and secrets come to light. There are confrontations
and revelations that will touch each member of the extended family, ensuring that nothing will ever be the
same.".

Suspects - Danielle Steel
Theodora Morgan is fashion royalty. Founder of a wildly popular online shopping service, she is
one of the most successful businesswomen in the world, although she prefers to keep a low
profile, especially in recent months. It was a year ago when the unthinkable struck her family: her
husband, industry mogul Matthieu Pasquier, and their son were kidnapped and held for ransom a nightmare that ended in tragedy. The case has gone cold, despite evidence linking the crime to
Matthieu's Russian competitors. Theo has reluctantly gone back to work running her company.
On the flight to a launch party for one of her highly anticipated pop-up shops in New York City, she crosses
paths with high-society 'networkist' Pierre de Vaumont. Theo politely invites him to her event - unaware that
Pierre has been flagged by the CIA. Senior supervising CIA operative Mike Andrews investigates Pierre's
suspicious Russian contacts and clears him to enter the country, but when he realizes that Theodora Morgan
is on the same flight, he becomes concerned for her safety. Posing as a lawyer, Mike begins a covert mission starting with Theo's opening party. When Mike and Theo meet, their connection is instant, but Theo is
completely unaware of Mike's true objective or identity or that the life she is rebuilding is in grave danger.
Tracy Flick Can't Win - Tom Perrotta
"Tracy Flick is back and, once again, the iconic protagonist of Tom Perrotta's Election--and
Reese Witherspoon's character from the classic movie adaptation--is determined to take high
school politics by storm.Tracy Flick is a hardworking assistant principal at a public high school in
suburban New Jersey. Still ambitious but feeling a little stuck and underappreciated in midlife,
Tracy gets a jolt of good news when the longtime principal, Jack Weede, abruptly announces his
retirement, creating a rare opportunity for Tracy to ascend to the top job. Energized by the
prospect of her long-overdue promotion, Tracy throws herself into her work with renewed zeal, determined to
prove her worth to the students, faculty, and School Board, while also managing her personal life--a ten-yearold daughter, a needy doctor boyfriend, and a burgeoning meditation practice. But nothing ever comes easily
to Tracy Flick, no matter how diligent or qualified she happens to be. Among her many other responsibilities,
Tracy is enlisted to serve on the Selection Committee for the brand-new Green Meadow High School Hall of
Fame. Her male colleagues' determination to honor Vito Falcone--a star quarterback of dubious character who
had a brief, undistinguished career in the NFL--triggers bad memories for Tracy, and leads her to troubling
reflections about the trajectory of her own life and the forces that have left her feeling thwarted and
disappointed, unable to fulfill her true potential. As she broods on the past, Tracy becomes aware of storm
clouds brewing in the present. Is she really a shoo-in for the Principal job? Is the Superintendent plotting
against her? Why is the School Board President's wife trying so hard to be her friend? And why can't she ever
get what she deserves? In classic Perrotta style, Tracy Flick Can't Win is a sharp, darkly comic page-turner,
and a pitch-perfect reflection on our current moment. Flick fans and newcomers alike will love this compulsively
readable novel chronicling the second act of one of the most memorable characters of our time".
When the Meadow Blooms - Ann H. Gabhart
"If any place on God's earth was designed to help one heal, it is Meadowland. Surely here, at her
brother-in-law's Kentucky farm, Rose and her daughters can recover from the events of the recent
past - the loss of her husband during the 1918 influenza epidemic, her struggle with tuberculosis
that required a stay at a sanitarium, and her girls' experience in an orphanage during her illness.
At Meadowland, hope blooms as their past troubles become rich soil in which their faith can grow.
Dirk Meadows may have opened his home to his late brother's widow and her girls, but he keeps
his heart tightly closed. The roots of his pain run deep, and the evidence of it is written across his face. Badly
scarred by a fire and abandoned by the woman he loved, Dirk fiercely guards his heart from being hurt again.
But it may be that his visitors will bring light back into his world and unlock the secret to true healin.”.

